
Pollinator Pairs
Pollinators are very important! By moving pollen between flowers of the same species of plant, pollinators help 
plants with the formation of fruits and seeds, which then become the next generation of plants. 

Pollinators come in many shapes and sizes! Bees, butterflies and moths, birds, bats, and beetles can all help to 
transfer pollen from one flower to another. Some pollinators are attracted to certain plants more than others. Bees 
tend to visit flowers that are more open or bell-shaped. Hummingbirds have long, narrow beaks, so they visit flowers 
that have long, thin nectar tubes. Night flying hawk moths have long tongues and visit flowers that open at night, like 
the evening primrose. 

Can you match the pollinator to the flower it likes to visit? Think about the size and shape of the pollinator’s body 
compared to the flower. Draw a line from the animal or insect to the flower it visits. Some pollinators may visit 
more than one type of flower, so there may be more than one answer. Don’t forget to color the pictures!

honey bee
El Segundo blue butterfly

Anna’s hummingbird

yellow- faced 
bumble bee

hawk moth

California bush sunflower

coastal buckwheat

scarlet 
monkeyflower

evening primrose

California poppy



Taking A Pause With Pollinators 

Write a short story about a pollinator you saw and the flower it visited. What was the pollinator’s day 
like before it stopped by the flower? Why did it decide to visit this particular flower? What did the 
flower look like? Get creative with your pollinator story, the sky’s the limit!

With your guardian’s permission, go outside into your backyard, to a nearby park, or somewhere you 
know you will find some flowering plants. Sit and observe the flowers for at least 10 minutes. How 
many pollinators did you see flying around the flowers? Keep a tally of how many you observe in the 
left side of the box below.

On a blank piece of paper, draw and color a picture of an imaginary flower that you would want to 
visit if you were a pollinator. Does it have rainbow petals? Or does it smell like funnel cake? Is it 
the size of a house? Draw the flower of your dreams! 

Buzzin’ Biographies

Painting with Pollinators

Pollinator Tally:  example The types of pollinators I observed were: 
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